NADIR  SHAH
On the following day (i2th August) Nadir entered Tabriz. Another
Turkish army, under Rustam Pasha, of Hashtarud, not knowing of the
defeat of Mustafa Pasha, now approached Tabriz with ^the object of
reinforcing him. Rustam Pasha did not discover his mistake until it
was too late, for Nadir hastened from Tabriz and inflicted a crushing
defeat upon his force, capturing him and many of his officers. Nadir,
it is said, treated Rustam Pasha kindly, set him and the other Turkish
officers free and sent, through their intermediary, proposals of peace to the
Grand Vizier.1
In August reports of further Persian successes were received at Con-
stantinople. A tense situation began to develop between Turkey and
Russia, since the former suspected that the latter was secretly lending
assistance to Persia. As a matter of fact there were definite grounds for
these suspicions, because General Levashev, having received authorisation
from St. Petersburg, sent several of his artillery and engineer officers,
disguised as Persians, to assist a Persian force which was besieging
Ardabil.2 Levashev himself acted as intermediary for the surrender of
the town which, after the Turkish evacuation, was held by Russia for a
time.8
The news of Nadir's successes made a profound impression in Mesopo-
tamia and Syria ; the Chevalier de Gardane, who left Isfahan for France
towards the end of May, 1730, and travelled through those countries,
found that:
" depuis Basra jusqu'a Bagdad, et depuis Bagdad jusqu'aux portes d'Alep, tout
tremble an seul nom. de Tahmas-Couli-Kan."4
The Grand Vizier, who was under orders to take the field against
Persia, lingered at Scutari, hoping that the diplomatic measures which he
had taken would render it unnecessary for him to leave with the army
for the front. September, however, brought the news of the Persian
recapture of Hamadan, Kirmanshah and Tabriz, and of the mutiny
that had preceded the evacuation of the last-named city. News also
reached the capital that the Tabriz mutineers were approaching and that
another mutiny had taken place at Erzeroum.
1 T.N., p. 81. Mirza Mahdi here states incorrectly that it was at this time (i2th-l6th August)
that Nadir heard of the deposition, of Sultan Ahmad III, the accession of Mahnrnd his brother
(sic), and the killing of Ibrahim Pasha the Grand Vizier; these events did not occur until
the end of September, 1730.
1 Manstein, Mimwres Historiques, Politiques et Miliiaires swr La Russie, Lyons, 1772, Vol. I,
p. 96. Friction had already developed between the two powers because of incidents in
Shirvan, where Cholaq Surkai Khan (whom the Turks had made Khan of Shamakhi in 1728)
had been pursuing an aggressive policy towards Russia.
•	Levashev obtained a safe conduct for the Turkish garrison which was thus enabled to reach
Shamakhi.
•	La Mamye-Clairac, Vol. Ill, p. 108.

